
Junior Cluster Meeting
Tuesday September 20th



Agenda Items

� Why do we need success criteria? (Butterfly task)

� Evidence of Learning - identifying success criteria & evidence                             

collection. (videos)

� Discussion Points: making it meaningful and manageable

� Teacher Surveys “Where are we at?”

� Teacher resource: point of reference

� Where to next? - Term 4 

� Celebrating our achievements - Term 3 successes



Butterfly Picture

Draw a butterfly



Assessment Criteria...

Score yourself a point if you have included the following assessment components:

� Your butterfly is yellow

� Your butterfly’s wings are divided into 4 sections

� Each section of the wings has a love heart

� You have included antennae

� Your name is on the page

� The date is on the page

� You have given your masterpiece a title

� Bonus Point : You have used added flower in your picture



Evidence of Learning
Success Criteria

How do I know 

I’ve learnt it?

I can ...



Identifying success criteria:

The teacher collaborates with students 

to design summative assessments that 

relate directly to the lesson’s established 

learning intentions and permit students 

the opportunity to demonstrate their 

understanding in order to foster 

long-term transfer.

Evidence of Learning
Designing evidence-collection 
opportunities:

The teacher has a clear plan for 

consistently collecting evidence of 

student understanding related to 

established learning intentions.



Identifying Success Criteria

Some samples to consider...

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/criteria-for-success

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGNp0AJte_c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvzeou_u2hM

Discussion Points:

� What do you notice about these lessons?

� What are the elements that make the introductions successful?

� Is there anything you would do differently?
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Making meaningful and manageable

‘Do I have to do this for every lesson or learning centre?’

‘Do I co-construct the success criteria with my students?

Discussion Points:

� How can we ensure that this practise is both manageable and meaningful to the age 

of the students I teach?





Teacher surveys

Survey Learning Intentions:

https://goo.gl/forms/zzqm9VAQKU9b3yXR2

Survey Success Criteria:

https://goo.gl/forms/SNZQOUNtO8C5QJMy1
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Where we are 

at...

Where we are heading...















Thanks!


